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1 What Is a Geodesic Dome?

Figure 1: 6V Geodesic Dome and Buckminster Fuller Stamp

The geodesic dome was invented by R. Buckminster (Bucky) Fuller (1895-1983) in 1954. Fuller was an inventor,
architect, engineer, designer, geometrician, cartographer and philosopher. In Figure 1 is illustrated a fairly complex
version of a dome that’s composed of small triangles that areapproximately equal, and such that the vertices of the
triangles all lie on the surface of a sphere. On the right of the figure is a recently-released postage stamp honoring
Fuller.

In this article, we’ll look at the mathematics that lies behind geodesic domes, but we’ll also talk a little about why
they make good engineering sense and how they might be constructed from real materials.

There are plenty of resources on the web on geodesic domes, but one that’s particularly helpful, especially if you
have any desire to build one of your own, is here:www.desertdomes.com, which includes a dome calculator that
does many of the calculations for you.

2 Engineering Considerations

A sphere is the mathematical object that contains the maximum volume compared to its surface area, so if a structure
of large volume is to be constructed for minimum cost, it makes sense to look at structures whose shape approaches a
sphere. But most construction materials come as flat or straight pieces, so forming the curves that would be necessary
to make a perfect sphere might increase the expense considerably.

But structures like the one illustrated in Figure 1 closely approximate spheres, but are composed of straight struts
or of flat triangles, depending on the construction method.

If the structure is composed of struts, there is another consideration; namely, that it should be composed completely
of triangles. If it consists of any quadrilaterals or more complex polygons, they can flex if the connections at the ends
are not completely rigid. If the pieces, for example, are just connected with a bolt through a number of struts, it is
almost impossible to make the joints rigid. But if the structure is completely composed of triangles, it can be made
completely rigid, even if the individual joints are not.
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One final engineering consideration is that if the trianglesof which the structure is composed are all as close to
equilateral triangles as possible, then the stresses will be approximately the same on all the struts, so there is very little
wasted strength. Note that in the model at the beginning of this article, all of the triangles appear to be approximately
equilateral.

Finally, in very large structures, it is a bad idea to have very long unsupported struts. The longer the struts, the easier
they are to bend if shear forces are applied.

3 Perfect and Imperfect Solutions

Figure 2: Platonic Solids

A perfect solution will be composed of triangles that are allequilateral, all the same size, and all making equal
angles with each other. Unfortunately, this can only be achieved with three mathematical forms: the tetrahedron, the
octahedron and the icosahedron. Figure 2 illustrates all three.

These so-called platonic solids are approximations to the sphere, but only the icosahedron is very close, and to make
a large structure from it would require very long struts.

Figure 3: Uniform Triangle Subdivision

One way to proceed is simply to subdivide the triangles in oneof the regular platonic solids, and this is how a
geodesic dome is constructed. Any of the three solids could be used, but as we shall see, there are some serious
problems if this is done beginning with a tetrahedron, and less-serious problems (but problems, nonetheless) if we
begin with an octahedron.

We’ll begin by describing the standard construction of domes of various complexity beginning with an icosahedron.
It is easy to subdivide an equilateral triangle into 4, 9, 16,or any perfect square number of sub-triangles, as is

illustrated in Figure 3.
But if we simply subdivide the triangles of an icosahedron, although the vertices of the original icosahedron will

lie on the surface of a sphere, the vertices that we need to addto subdivide the triangles will lie in the planes of those
triangles and will be physically inside the sphere. This sort of subdivision will also tend to be a lot weaker structurally,
since to maintain perfectly flat surfaces, the strengths of the joints would have to be infinite (see the “found” poetry
from a physics text, below).
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Hence no force, however great,
can stretch a cord, however fine,
into a horizontal line
which is accurately straight...

—William Whewell, Elementary Treatise on Mechanics (1819)

Figure 4: 3V, 4V and 5V Domes

Our solution will be simply to “push” those points out to the surface of the sphere from the center, but to do that we’ll
need to be able to work with three-dimensional vectors and coordinate systems. First, we’ll look at some of the tools
that are needed to work with three-dimensional vectors and then we’ll begin by looking closely at the icosahedron.

Figure 5: 3V and 5V Domes: Small Versions

The names, “3V”, “4V” and “5V” refer to the number of subdivisions that are made to the original triangles in the
icosahedron before they are pushed out to the surface of the sphere. In Figure 1 you can also see a 6V dome. Notice
that the domes of odd degree, the 3V and the 5V domes are slightly larger than a half sphere. That’s because when
there are an odd number of triangles in the subdivision, there is no center line or “equator” at which to divide it, so we
have to pick a version that is a little larger or a little smaller than a half sphere. In the examples in Figure 4, the larger
versions were displayed. In Figure 5 appear the smaller versions of the 3V and 5V domes.

Figure 6: Dome Spheres: 3V, 4V, 5V and 6V
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You may find it useful to see images of the original spheres from which all of the dome models above were cut.
Those appear in Figure 6. It’s clear from these images that the 4V and 6V spheres have an equator and the others
do not. If every vertex of the 3V sphere represents a carbon atom, then the sphere represents the molecule called
“Buckminsterfullerine” which really exists, and has some very useful chemical and physical properties.

Figure 7: The 2V Dome and Sphere

All the domes displayed in Figures 5 and 4 are fairly complicated to build; the easiest that can reasonably be called
a geodesic dome is the 2V version. Figure 7 displays the 2V dome (a half-sphere) and the corresponding 2V sphere.

It’s obvious if you think about it, but if you look closely at the spheres in Figure 6, you can see that almost all the
vertices on larger domes have six struts that meet at each. Inevery case, there are exactly 12 of the 5-strut vertices (on
the entire sphere). This is, of course, the number of 5-strutvertices there are in the original icosahedron.

4 Vector Tools

We are going to do all of our work in a three-dimensional coordinate system. This is very similar to the two-
dimensional systems that are introduced in every high-school algebra course with anx and ay axis, but we will
add a third, thez axis, which is perpendicular to the other two. If we start at the origin of such a system, we can give
directions to every point in space by giving three numbers: the distance to travel parallel to each of the axes (with
negative distances meaning to move in the opposite direction).

One tool we will need is a method to find the distance between two points, but this can be obtained as a simple
extension of the Pythagorean theorem. If the two points havecoordinatesP0 = (x0, y0, z0) andP1 = (x1, y1, z1),
then the distanceD between them is given by the formula:

D(P0, P1) =
√

(x0 − x1)2 + (y0 − y1)2 + (z0 − z1)2.

Of course if one of the points is the originO, this reduces to:

D(O, P0) =
√

x2

0
+ y2

0
+ z2

0
.

Notice also that if you have the coordinates that describe anobject then you can uniformly scale the object by
multiplying all the coordinates by a constant. So if you havethe coordinates for a geodesic dome with diameter 1 foot
and you want to build a dome with diameter 20 feet, you can justtake all the coordinates for your 1 foot dome and
multiply them by 20 to obtain coordinates for the new one. Similarly, all the strut lengths will be 20 times as long, et
cetera.

For this reason, we will work in coordinates that are easy to use, and if we ever desire to build a real dome, all we
need to do is find the appropriate factor once and multiply allof the numbers by that.
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5 The Icosahedron

An icosahedron is a regular polyhedron with 20 sides, each ofwhich is an equilateral triangle, and at each vertex, 5
triangles meet (see Figure 8). If you view an icosahedron with one vertex on top and another at the bottom, you can
see that there are two rings of five vertices each, making a total of 12. There are 20 triangles, since 5 touch the top
vertex, 5 touch the bottom and there are 10 in the band around the center.

It’s also easy to count edges: there are 30. This is because ifyou cut the entire figure into triangles, each of the 20
triangles would have 3 edges making 60 (after cutting), but when assembled, every pair of adjacent triangles shares an
edge so the uncut version would contain half that many, or 30.

Figure 8: Icosahedron

Let φ = (1 +
√

5)/2 ≈ 1.61803398875 be the golden ratio. Then the following 12 pointsA, B, . . . , L are the
three-dimensional coordinates of a regular icosahedron centered at the origin:

A = (0, 1, φ) B = (0,−1, φ) C = (0,−1,−φ) D = (0, 1,−φ)
E = (φ, 0, 1) F = (−φ, 0, 1) G = (−φ, 0,−1) H = (φ, 0,−1)
I = (1, φ, 0) J = (−1, φ, 0) K = (−1,−φ, 0) L = (1,−φ, 0)

Here are the 20 triangles connecting the vertices above thatmake up the surface of the icosahedron:
AIJ AJF AFB ABE AEI
BFK BKL BLE CDH CHL
CLK CKG CGD DGJ DJI
DIH ELH EHI FJG FGK

Finally, here are the 30 edges of those triangles:
AB AE AF AI AJ BE BF BK BL CD
CG CH CK CL DG DH DI DJ EH EI
EL FG FJ FK GJ GK HI HL IJ KL

It is a bit tedious to check, but the length of all 30 of the segments in the list above is 2. For example, the length of
AB is given by:

|AB| =
√

(0 − 0)2 + (1 − (−1))2 + (φ − φ)2 =
√

4 = 2.

Another typical calculation yields the length of the segment AE:

|AE| =
√

(0 − φ)2 + (1 − 0)2 + (φ − 1)2

=

√

1 + 2
√

5 + 5

4
+ 1 +

1 − 2
√

5 + 5

4

=
√

12/4 + 1 =
√

4 = 2.

Notice that all the vertices of our icosahedron lie on the surface of a sphere centered at the origin. That’s obvious
because in every case, the coordinates, in some order, have a0, a1 and aφ, the last two possibly preceded by a negative
sign. But to calculate the distance from the origin to that point, we just square all three numbers (which will eliminate
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any influence from any negative numbers) add the three together (yielding the same sum in every case) and take the
square root of the result.

For the particular coordinates that we’ve chosen, the radius of the sphere in which the icosahedron is inscribed turns
out to be about1.90211303 units. This isn’t a particularly nice number, but it’s worthit to have particularly nice and
relatively uniform coordinates for all the vertices.
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DD CC

FF

108108

3636

3636

3636

7272

7272

3636

3636

LL

11

L-1L-1

Figure 9: The Golden Ratio

A nice way to visualize the vertices of an icosahedron is thatthey lie on the corners of three rectangles that are
centerd at the origin, have aspect ratios of1 : φ, and are all perpendicular to each other. To see that the aspect ratio is
1 : φ, see Figure 9.

In that figure, all the angles of the regular pentagonABCDE are108◦. The lineAB forms an isosceles triangle,
△ABC, whose base angles must be36◦. If we then bisect6 ACD with CF , it’s easy to calculate the other angles in
the figure are as marked.

But now△ACD ∼ △CDF , soAC/CD = CD/DF . If the side length of the regular pentagon is1 and the length
of the unknown diagonal isL, we obtain:L/1 = 1/(L−1), which is easily solved forL yieldingL = φ = (1+

√
5)/2.

6 Strut Lengths

If we consider the 2V dome, each of the equivalent equilateral triangles from the icosahedron is subdivided into 4
triangles and then the inner three vertices are pushed out tothe surface of the inscribing sphere. Each of the original
sides of each triangle will become two equal pieces on the surface of the 2V dome, and three additional pieces are
added to form the inner triangle. The three struts that make up the inner triangle are of equal length, as are the six
struts that were made by subdivision and pushing out of the original edges of the icosahedron. It’s easy to verify by
calculation that the two lengths are different, but that allof the struts in the final dome or sphere are one of those two
lengths.

A similar, but slightly more complex analysis shows us that in the 3V dome, exactly three different strut lengths are
required.

Thus if you’re making a 2V dome, there are only two different strut lengths required—for the dome, not the sphere,
exactly 30 of the shorter length and 35 of the longer length are required. Since the dome can be arbitrarily scaled, it’s
possible to find the optimal lengths for the two struts, giventhat you can purchase the raw material in fixed lengths.

A standard construction material for domes is steel electrical conduit that comes in 10-foot lengths in the United
States. If you’d like to purchase the minimum number of theseand yet make a dome of maximal size, you simply need
to cut each length into two pieces that are in the proper ratio. With 35 10-foot pieces, you can make the 35 long and
30 short struts and have 5 extra short struts at the end. (It’sprobably a good idea to get a few more than 35, in case
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there’s a manufacturing error, and so that you will have at least a couple of spares of the longer length.) If holes are
drilled in the ends of the struts, the problem of optimization is only a tiny bit more complicated.

So let’s see how to calculate the strut lengths, beginning with the 2V dome. We’ll consider the original triangle
AIJ of the icosahedron listed in the previous section. The approximate coordinates ofA, I andJ are(0, 1, 1.618),
(1, 1.618, 0) and(−1, 1.618, 0), respectively.

There are many ways to proceed, but one approach is this. We noted earlier that the radius of the sphere in which
the icosahedron is centered is

√

(1 + φ2) = 1.902. Thus if we divide all the coordinates by1.902 we will have all the
vertices on the surface of a sphere of radius1. Using the same names for the vertices, this will give us the following
sets of coordinates:A = (0, .5257, .8507), I = (.5257, .8507, 0) andJ = (−.5257, .8507, 0).

The lengths of segmentsAI, IJ andJA are all equal to:

√

(.52572 + (.8507− .5257)2 + .85072) ≈ 1.0515.

To find the midpoint of segmentAI, we need to find the average coordinates of verticesA andI: (.5257/2, (.5257+
.8507)/2, .8507/2) = (.2628, .6882, .4254). A similar computation gives the midpoint ofI andJ as(0, .8507, 0).
Both of these vectors have the same length, namely.8507, so to push them to the surface of the sphere, we need to
divide all the coordinates by.8507, yieldingM = (.3089, .8090, .5) andN = (0, 1, 0), respectively, whereM andN
are the locations of the midpoints of the segments after theyhave been pushed out to the surface of the sphere.

The two strut lengths required to make a dome or sphere of radius 1 are thus equal to the lengths ofAM andMN ,
which we calculate to be:|AM | = .5465 and|MN | = .6180.

Suppose we wish to construct an optimal 2V dome, using 10-foot pieces of electrical conduit, where we plan to
flatten the ends and to drill holes one inch in from each end to attach the struts together. Basically, there are 4 “wasted”
inches because we will need four holes after cutting the struts. Thus the original piece of conduit is effectively only 9
feet 8 inches, or 9.6666 inches long. This has to be divided ina ratio of|AM |/|MN |, so the pieces will have lengths
4.536 feet and 5.130 feet.

Similar calculations can be made for any dome. With the kind permission of Tara Landry who constructed and
maintainswww.desertdomes.dom,we include the strut length information for subdivisions for 1V through 6V domes.
Figure 10 shows the different lengths required for each triangular subdivision, and the associated tables display the
ratios of the various lengths, assuming you want to build a dome with radius 1.0. In Figure 10, the struts are only
labeled in the horizontal direction. The labels can be rotated to obtain the lengths in the two other directions.

In addition, the number of struts of each of the lengths are shown to make a dome (or, in the case of an odd-V dome,
both the smaller and the larger version) or a sphere. For example, if you want to make the larger 5V dome of radius
1.0, you will need 30 of the “A” struts having length 0.198147430801, 60 of the “B” struts, et cetera.

Strut Length D1 D2 Sphere

A 1.05146222424 10 25 30

Strut Length Dome Sphere

A 0.546533057825 30 60
B 0.618033988750 35 60

Strut Length D1 D2 Sphere

A 0.348615488820 30 30 60
B 0.403548212335 40 55 90
C 0.412411489310 50 80 120

Strut Length Dome Sphere

A 0.253184595784 30 60
B 0.294530833739 60 120
C 0.295241808844 30 60
D 0.298588133655 30 60
E 0.312868930080 70 120
F 0.324919696233 30 60
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Figure 10: Strut Subdivision Lengths

Strut Length D1 D2 Sphere

A 0.198147430801 30 30 60
B 0.225685786566 60 60 120
C 0.231597595641 30 30 60
D 0.231790251268 30 30 60
E 0.245085783201 50 80 120
F 0.245346420565 10 20 30
G 0.247242909849 60 70 120
H 0.255167012309 50 70 120
I 0.261598097465 30 35 60

Strut Length Dome Sphere

A 0.162567228883 30 60
B 0.181908254598 60 120
C 0.187383400570 30 60
D 0.190476861168 30 60
E 0.198012574234 60 120
F 0.202819695856 90 180
G 0.205907734855 130 240
H 0.215353730111 65 120
I 0.216628214422 60 120

If the dome is an even-V form based on the icosahedron, the midpoints of the original triangles on the “equator” all
lie exactly on the equator, so any subdivisions of those equatorial lines will also lie in the plane of the equator. When
those points are pushed out to the surface, they will lie on a mathematically perfect plane, and a dome so constructed
will lie perfectly on perfectly flat ground.

For odd-V domes of degree 3 or greater, there are no point on the equator, so we have to decide whether to go up a
“half rank” or down a “half rank” from the true equator to makeour dome. In either case, the points up one rank are
not in a perfect plane, but they are close enough that it often doesn’t matter. As the odd degree gets larger and larger,
the error becomes less and less.

7 Triangle Coordinates

If you know the 3D coordinates of the three vertices of a triangle in space and you wish to subdivide that triangle
into n2 smaller triangles and to determine the coordinates of the points of subdivision, the process is fairly simple.
Let’s use the example wheren = 6 so the triangle is subdivided into62 = 36 smaller triangles as in the following
illustration:
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0A+6B+0C0A+6B+0C 0A+0B+6C0A+0B+6C

6A+0B+0C6A+0B+0C

4A+0B+2C4A+0B+2C

2A+0B+4C2A+0B+4C

0A+2B+4C0A+2B+4C0A+4B+2C0A+4B+2C

4A+2B+0C4A+2B+0C

2A+4B+0C2A+4B+0C

5A+0B+1C5A+0B+1C

3A+0B+3C3A+0B+3C

1A+0B+5C1A+0B+5C

0A+1B+5C0A+1B+5C0A+3B+3C0A+3B+3C0A+5B+1C0A+5B+1C

1A+5B+0C1A+5B+0C

3A+3B+0C3A+3B+0C

5A+1B+0C5A+1B+0C

4A+1B+1C4A+1B+1C

3A+2B+1C3A+2B+1C 3A+1B+2C3A+1B+2C

2A+3B+1C2A+3B+1C 2A+2B+2C2A+2B+2C 2A+1B+3C2A+1B+3C

1A+4B+1C1A+4B+1C 1A+3B+2C1A+3B+2C 1A+2B+3C1A+2B+3C 1A+1B+4C1A+1B+4C

If the 3D coordinates of the points at the top, bottom left andbottom right areA, B andC, respectively, then the
coordinates of the interior points are given by the labels inthe figure above, divided by6. Thus the point labeled
2A + 3B + 1C will have coordinatesA/3 + B/2 + C/6, et cetera. The coordinates are easily generated. Start from
any vertex (sayA, in which case the coordinates will be6A + 0B + 0C – in other words, allA) and step along the
lines to the desired vertex. Each time you step along a line inthe direction from vertexQ toward vertexR, subtract 1
from theQ values and add 1 to theR value.

8 A Complete Example

In this section, we will illustrate exactly how the strut lengths can be calculated. We will do it for a 4V dome. The
general plan is this: we will find the coordinates for pairs ofpoints that correspond to the different strut lengths, but on
a sphere with radius1.000. Then we will find the distances between these pairs. If you then wish to make a geodesic
dome of radiusr, you simply need to multiply all the strut lengths obtained by r.

Each of the original triangles in the dome are divided into16 parts as in the following illustration:

v0=Av0=A v1=Av1=A

v2=Av2=A

CC

BB

BB

v4=Cv4=C

v3=Bv3=B

BB

CC BBv5=Bv5=B

v6=Dv6=D

v7=Dv7=D DD

In each of the subdivided triangles, there are four types of points, labeledA, B, C andD in the illustration. When
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they are projected to the surface of the sphere, there will besix different strut lengths:AB, BB, BC, BD, CD
andDD, where we assume that the two points are adjacent. To find these lengths, we will calculate coordinates for
the particular pointsv0, v1, . . . , v7 on the triangle (some inside the sphere), we will project those to the surface of
a unit sphere, where they will becomev′

0
, v′

1
, . . . , v′

7
, and we will find the lengths using these pairs:AB = v′

0
v′
3
,

BB = v′3v
′
5, BC = v′3v

′
4, BD = v′3v

′
7, CD = v′4v

′
6 and finally,DD = v′6v

′
7.

We can letv0, v1 andv2 be the vertices of any of the triangles on the original icosahedron, and they are all approxi-
mately equally complex, so let us say that:

v0 = (0, 1, φ)

v1 = (1, φ, 0)

v2 = (φ, 0, 1)

All the internal vertices of the triangle are simple linear combinations ofv0, v1 andv2, so we obtain:

v3 = (3/4)v0 + (1/4)v2 = ((1/4)φ, (3/4), (1/4) + (3/4)φ)

v4 = (2/4)v0 + (2/4)v2 = ((1/2)φ, (1/2), (1/2) + (1/2)φ)

v5 = (3/4)v0 + (1/4)v1 = ((1/4), (3/4) + (1/4)φ, (3/4)φ)

v6 = (1/4)v0 + (1/2)v2 + (1/4)v1 = ((1/4) + (1/2)φ, (1/4) + (1/4)φ, (1/2) + (1/4)φ)

v7 = (1/2)v0 + (1/4)v2 + (1/4)v1 = ((1/4) + (1/4)φ, (1/2) + (1/4)φ, (1/4) + (1/2)φ)

Sinceφ is just a number (phi = 1.61803398 . . .), we have:

v0 = (0.00000000, 1.00000000, 1.61803398)

v1 = (1.00000000, 1.61803398, 0.00000000)

v2 = (1.61803398, 0.00000000, 1.00000000)

v3 = (0.40450849, 0.75000000, 1.46352549)

v4 = (0.80901699, 0.50000000, 1.30901699)

v5 = (0.25000000, 1.15450849, 1.21353549)

v6 = (1.05901699, 0.65450849, 0.90450849)

v7 = (0.65450849, 0.90450849, 1.05901699)

The verticesv0, v1, . . . , v7 are on the triangle and except forv0, v1 andv2, all lie inside the sphere. What we will
do is to project every one of the vertices above onto a sphere of radius1.000. To do this, if the point has coordinates
vi = (xi, yi, zi), we can find the coordinates of the projected point as follows. First, calculateri =

√

x2

i + y2

i + z2

i

and then the projected point will have the following coordinates:v′i = (xi/ri, yi/ri, zi/ri). When we do this with the
points above, we obtain:
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v′0 = (0.00000000, 0.52573111, 0.85065080)

v′
1

= (0.52573111, 0.85065080, 0.00000000)

v′2 = (0.85065080, 0.00000000, 0.52573111)

v′
3

= (0.23885564, 0.44286271, 0.86418782)

v′4 = (0.50000000, 0.30901699, 0.80901699)

v′
5

= (0.14762090, 0.68171835, 0.71656692)

v′6 = (0.68819096, 0.42532540, 0.58778525)

v′
7

= (0.42532540, 0.58778525, 0.68819096)

If we have two pointsv′i = (xi, yi, zi) andv′j = (xj , yj , zj) then the distance between them is given by:

Dij =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2

So, for example, to calculate the length of theAB strut, we need to calculate the distance betweenv′0 andv′3.
Plugging the numbers above into the formula, we obtainAB = 0.25318 . . ., which agrees with the values in the table.
The other lengths can be obtained similarly.

9 How Many Struts Are Required?

Let’s consider first the problem of determining the number ofstruts required to make a sphere for each different size.
The initial icosahedron is made up of 20 triangular faces and30 edges. When a single one of the triangles is

subdivided into1, 4, 9, 16, . . . smaller triangles, the number of internal edges can be seen to be from the figures:
0, 3, 9, 18, 30, 45. This seems to satisfy the formula3(n2 − n)/2, wheren is the number of subdivisions of each side.
The number of edge struts will obviously be3n.

We can see that the formulas above are true, since if we were tocut up the original triangle inton2 smaller triangles,
there would be3n2 edges, but each is double-counted except for the3n outer edges. The makes a total of(3n2−3n)/2
inner edges, matching the formula we obtained from a direct count of the 6 smallest examples.

For the sphere, there are 20 faces and 30 edges of the originalicosahedron. Each face will generate3(n2 − n)/2
internal struts and each of the 30 edges will add30n more struts, for a total of30n2 struts, and this agrees with the
values in the tables.

For the even-V domes, we can’t quite cut this number in half, since there is the line of struts that lie along the
ground. If we cut the number in half, we will only include halfof the struts lying along the ground, so we need to
adjust for that.

If n is even, then ann-V dome will have5n struts on the ground. Thus the total number of struts required for an
n-V dome, wheren is even, is given by the formula:30n2/2 + 5n/2. This formula is in agreement with the values in
our tables for 2V, 4V and 6V domes.

For the odd-V domes the calculation is not too hard. We make anupper (smaller) odd-V dome by slicing an odd-V
sphere in half, but not on a rank.

In fact the cut will slice10n struts, so the total number of struts in the smaller odd-V dome is given by(30n2 −
10n)/2 which again agrees with the values in the tables.

Finally, for the larger odd-V dome, we need to add to that value the struts we sliced:10n of them, plus the new
bottom struts:5n of them, for a total of15n2 + 10n.
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10 (Paritally) Open Problem

If you build an icosahedron-based dome, how many different strut lengths will be required?
This seems to be a difficult question, and I have not been able to find a nice solution. Using a computer program, I

was able to work out the following data for the first few subdivision sizes:
1V 2V 3V 4V 5V 6V 7V 8V 9V 10V
1 2 3 6 9 9 16 20 18 30

11V 12V 13V 14V 15V 16V 17V 18V 19V 20V
36 30 49 56 45 72 81 63 100 110

I cannot find any reference to this sequence, and have submitted it to the online “Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences”
at:
http://www.research.att.com/~njas/sequences/A097108

I do not have a proof for the following formulas, but they seemto fit the data perfectly, and they all have a similar
form. If the sequence above is divided into six streams as follows:

a0, b0, c0, d0, e0, f0, a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1, a2, b2, . . . ,

then each subsequence (a0, a1, a2, . . . or b0, b1, b2, . . ., et cetera), has a nice form, as follows:

an = (3n + 1)2

bn = (3n + 1)(3n + 2)

cn = 3(2n + 1)(n + 1)

dn = 3(3n + 2)(n + 1)

en = 9(n + 1)2

fn = 3(2n + 3)(n + 1)

11 Tetrahedron and Octahedron-Based Domes

There is no reason that you cannot begin with a tetrahedron oroctahedron, subdivide the triangles and push the vertices
out to the inscribing sphere, and make successively better approximations to a sphere.

With a tetrahedron, a major problem will arise if you wish to have a dome rather than a complete sphere, since the
tetrahedron has no natural “equator” as does the icosahedron when its triangles are divided into an even number of
sub-triangles or as does the octahedron with any type of triangle subdivision.

In a sense, then the octahedron might seem to be a better candidate for geodesic domes than the icosahedron, since
the 1V, 2V, 3V, . . . domes based upon it will all have a flat base.The problem arises from the fact that more subdivisions
are required, and thus more different lengths are required.For the icosahedron-based domes, the 1V, 2V and 3V domes
require 1, 2 and 3 different strut lengths, respectively. It’s nice to have lots of struts of the same length, since then it’s
easy to have a small number of spares, in case there is damage,and the manufacturing process would require a smaller
number of jigs.

Finally, although you almost never see them in the real world, Figure 11 shows what 1V through 6V octahedral
domes would look like.

The final illustration in Figure 12 is the geodesic dome under”the man” at Burning Man 2004. It was burned, along
with the man, on September 4, 2004.
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Figure 11: 1V through 6V Octahedral Domes

Figure 12: 4V Dome at Burning Man 2004
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